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He's leaving!

"You are strong! But I will kill you!" Joker was wounded, badly, and at this time,
if he stayed any longer, he would most likely be surrounded and killed by the totemic

powerhouses of the Bear Nation, an unstable nation that was a little bit angry at the slightest touch
because it had been suppressed so much by the M Nation! Of course this is not entirely due to the
suppression of the M Nation, it has to do with the specific character of their nation, a warlike
people, how can they be humiliated?

"Have the guts to kill me now!" Lin Hao chased after him and punched down once

more!

The mountains and the sea trembled, the sea turned upside down, the sea of
clouds tossed! At the critical point of the high seas range, a warship lurched up, with the intention
of sailing! This would have been a technology that would have been laughed at on a normal day,
but at this moment, no one was laughing, they were all looking at Lin Hao!

No, they were all looking at the King of China!

He was too strong!



A punch that crushed the top leader, the Joker, and now the Joker is fleeing, and
he goes after him and gives him another punch. He's crazy!

But he was equally, incomparably powerful!

Lin Hao's punch fell short! The clown was fleeing, and in his current weakened

state, Lin Hao was still unable to catch up with him! Lin Hao sighed and bellowed, "Next time, I
will kill you!"

"The same words for you!" The clown said without turning his head back.

Little? Yixi Zhaizai Zhaizai Pao Wu Xi? Joker was gone! The sea is calm!

Lin Hao has won!

The King of China has won!

And the countless chief officers on the warships breathed a sigh of relief that the
Great War had come to an end! The flames of the World War, extinguished!

Once again, the mighty M Nation bows its head! China, truly revived! Countless
nations looked to the East as if everyone had seen the dragon in the eyes of Pope Peter! And of

course there were those who saw a lion with its head held high!



Du X and I Brutus waved their fists in excitement, they were happy! They were
happy! They could finally breathe a sigh of relief!

China! China is back!

After this battle, the world is changing! The stage of history is once again dotted
with China! No one can stop the revival of China, not even the M's! They are thinking, as if, China
is such a magical country that its people will spontaneously come first in any place! It's a good
strong nation, but not a hypocritical one! They are a peace-loving nation! Follow them and you

might be able to live well and happily ever after!

The chief officer of the Bear Nation grunted, "If he's slow to escape, I'll send him
a few missiles!" Bullying, able to fight, daring to fight, has always been their byword! This
moment was no exception!

The defensive shield above their warship dispersed and all four Totem

powerhouses gathered around this bearded officer commander, then said in a somewhat odd

voice, "General! Just now, our defensive shield was affected by something and kept trembling!"

The bearded man frowned in some confusion and asked, "Was it affected by the

Yu-wave after the impact of the Great War just now?"

One of the totem powerhouses at the head shook his head, "I don't think so! It
looks like it was influenced by the totem of the East!"



"What! Didn't your elders of ...... China say that the Totem of China was depleted?
How can it still affect our Totem Bear Saint Lord?"

The four Totem powerhouses shook their heads, "That, indeed, we were an
afterthought and did not believe it at first, but when the King of Huaxia triumphed, the
tempestuous aura we felt gradually disappeared! And the influence that passed from the East side,
there was no one else but Hua Xia!"
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"Yeah, not in the East! Kimchi is even more impossible! The King of Compulsion can't reach it
either ...... so we thought about it, except for the Chinese Sacred Dragon Totem, it seems to be no

more ......"

The bearded man murmured and after a few moments of silence, he then said,
"China has created a totem that has abandoned the totem line, forget it, this news, you do not
spread it! Just let him become extinct! If China finds out about it, we can tell them, but if they
don't, then we can pretend that nothing has happened."

After saying this the bearded man paused and then asked, "Who else will feel it?"

After thinking for a little while, the totemic powerhouse replied seriously, "The
strongest of their powerhouses in a kingdom where faith is a divine possession should probably be
able to sense it! For example, Pope Peter the Great."



Pope Peter the Great ......

Wu Yi Lu Dye Zha Yi Yi Wu? Holy Lord ......

The bearded man raised his head to look at Pope Peter, the man who was the most
mysterious and the one who had lived the longest!

"Forget it, let's pretend it didn't happen." The bearded man said at last, these
things, they go against technological civilisation, but as long as they don't end, they can't give up!
Even the mighty M nation had stolen the gods' collections from various countries in order to

create their own strengthers, wasn't it to follow up on the strengthers' strengths from various

countries?

After all, such powerful people are a very terrifying fighting force! In a small war,
it is much more powerful than the usual technology! Of course, they don't use it as a last resort.

But if one side is too weak and is slaughtered by the other side's strength, then it
may change the occupation! The reason why there were no strongmen changing their occupation in
WWI and WWII? It was because there were powerful people on both sides of the country, but
they were only fighting secretly, so they didn't have the chance to join the direct battle!

This is also the reason why the M country has to develop this technology,
otherwise it will be hanged ......



The clown disappeared and disappeared straight away, Lin Hao was a little
disappointed that such a strong person had escaped! He could feel that the clown still had strength
hidden, and hadn't exerted himself to the utmost! But so what, he wasn't at the top of his game
either, but he wasn't suppressed by the other side either! At the same time, Lin Hao knew that

without the help of Blackened Lin Hao's state, Lin Hao was perfectly capable of killing him alone!
As long as they met again, Lin Hao could totally kill him!

The Joker was gone!

White Dwarf stared blankly at the direction the Joker had disappeared in! That
was his beloved friend, when he saw him, when he felt the Joker's power, he felt like he was
seeing God, but! He had been beaten away by Lin Hao! And he could clearly feel that the Joker

hadn't fully exerted his greatest strength!

That was why, and Joker felt it too! Because at his back, his strongest backer!
What does it mean to abandon him! The carrier warships of M have retreated 30 miles, what does
it mean? To avoid war!

That's right, avoiding war! No more arrogance! This made him desperate! He was
the strongest warrior of the mighty M! And now he's been abandoned! He couldn't believe it!

That arrogant nation has really bowed down!

It really has!



No!

White Dwarf roared and went towards Yuanwu to kill him!

He was mad, in a frenzy of self-doubt! At this point in time, he would rather die
at the hands of a powerful man than be a prisoner, or, for that matter, commit suicide!

He would rather splatter YuanWu or Lin Hao with blood than blow himself up and
die! That would be too stifling for him and unworthy of his title as the strongest warrior!
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The Wolf of the Woods T3000 stares blankly at the sky, at the sky behind him, at the direction
in which the Joker is fleeing! Look at the sky!

Then he roared, "No! No! No! No!" He was abandoned!

He was going to be killed!

Lin Hao was coming towards him! That's the sign of the devil walking! That was
the trajectory of death coming upon him! Is he about to be judged by death?



No, not yet!

He still has the heart of rebirth!

Yes, the heart of rebirth!

Ahahahaha, he burst into laughter!

In the eyes of countless people, it became so crazy that one wondered what the

hell he was doing. It was already this time, laughing out loud?

Lin Hao was also wondering, was he crazy? Maybe so, but what did it have to do
with him?

Lin Hao took one step, stepping on huge waves and clouds! It didn't take long to
arrive directly at his side, then Lin Hao revealed a cold smile, his fist, quickly building up energy,
just one punch! The Wolf of the Forest would definitely die!

"You can kill me!" The Wolf of the Forest T3000 roared, shouting one after
another, "You can't kill me! King of China, you can't kill me!"

He said while still backing up.



Lin Hao laughed coldly and punched down!

This person in front of him had absolutely no value to him, the Heart of
Regeneration? That was a very terrifying energy body, he believed that he had absolute control

over his punch and would not destroy him! And the Forest Wolf T3000 of today? Even less so,
so he was bound to die!

Forest Wolf T3000 hurriedly blocked plus defensive shields, expending his
functional defences! He was seeking a brief chance to beg for mercy! As long as he got there, he
wouldn't die!

He had already removed the telekinetic system from his body, as long as Lin Hao
spared him, he wouldn't die!

"Explode him!" A cold, majestic voice rang out from the 51st restricted area.

Explode who? Who else, that would be the Forest Wolf.

The second-in-command captain pulled out the mastermind and gave the

command!

The next moment, on the screen, the ForestWolf T3000's body began to tremble

violently, a premonition of an imminent explosion!



The Forest Wolf T3000 only felt that its core chip was efficiently operating in

spite of its ability to withstand!

And at the same time, Lin Hao blasted his fist at it! The powerful energy directly

covered the remote control, and in the next moment, the airborne mechanical debris, pieces of
flesh, and blood rained scattered directly into the mid-air!

The Wolf of the Forest T3000 is dead!

No, it's the T4000!

Since the establishment of the Mechanical Army! The first T4000 level

powerhouse to die!

Such an unpleasant death! Such a shameful death! And look at White Dwarf, still
fighting today!

From the rain of blood, Lin Hao felt the energy body that radiated great energy,
and Lin Hao knew that it was the Heart of Regeneration!

In the Forbidden Zone 51, the deputy captain no longer cared about the signs over
here, White Dwarf he didn't have to worry too much, he was a true warrior, a warrior who



wouldn't surrender no matter what, he would fight until the last moment of death! There would be
absolutely no thought of surrender!

"Our warriors! Full of assholes! It seems we need a lesson! From today onwards,
any of the Mechanical Legion? From this day on, no soldier of the Mechanical Legion will be
allowed to miss class without a reason! The ZF is furious, and you, Jumbo Shark, as an officer of
the Wolf of the Forest, will have to bear the brunt of the ZF's wrath!" The deputy captain said as

he stared at Giant Shark, his voice was unquestionable and carried the majesty of the ZF.

When Giant Shark heard the ZF, his whole body also shook, he hurriedly stood up
and gave a soldier's salute, only at this moment did the people present realise that their might, was
all given by the Empire, and that they themselves, in being so powerful, could not escape the ZF's
jurisdiction!
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"After this battle, there isn't a short period of peace, and this time, everyone will be busy! Things
aren't over on the Eastern side of the world! The powerful people of the world's nations have been
snooping around the periphery, and the superpowers in particular have already detected the

presence of the scent inside! And since the two top-notch powerhouses who were guarding the
Ancient Prison were sent away, I'm afraid that some of them have already infiltrated there!
Therefore, the Great Explosion of the Ancient Prison will truly sweep the world in the next

moment!"

"This is a war of the powerful! How he'll end up, no one knows!"

Lin Hao examined the Heart of Regeneration and finally accepted it with
satisfaction, this battle was finally over, but looking into the heavens and the earth, he found
several things that had only just begun!



For example, the mysterious Pope Peter, who had been watching!When the clown

appeared, the fluctuation on Pope Peter's body was so strong that he could feel that Pope Peter

might strike when he came down in defeat! That feeling was strong!

Pope Peter, cared about him, like a lot! And Lin Hao knew why Pope Peter cared

so much about him, as if it was the Mouth of the World! It was a mysterious being, the secret of
the Mouth of the World, and in his meditations, why there was always a feeling that he would be

about to come to light!

What a thing it was!

Looking away from Pope Peter, Pope Peter gave a satisfied smile before

transmitting his voice, "King of China, I know you do not wish to delay now, after you have met
your wife, I will seek you out to tell you something! Rest assured it will be much good news for

you and for me! The Mouth of the World I may know you won't care, and you won't care about
Everlasting Life! But it is about Shen Shiyan, and I think that you will care!"

Said Pope Peter with a flash, and he disappeared directly above the clouds, he just
disappeared!

Pope Peter retreated!

The nations of the world also took shelter, and various warships began to retreat!
Only China's aircraft carrier remained at sea, resting on the edge of the high seas.



YuanWu said to Lin Hao, "The commander of the carrier wants to invite you up to

catch up."

Lin Hao shook his head and refused, "Elder Yuan, I won't be going, I have
something particularly important to do. I've been out long enough and have rejected several calls

from my wife, I don't even know what to coax my wife with when I get back."

After saying that Lin Hao laughed, happily.

Yuan Wu also laughed out loud, a man of great affection! Iron-blooded friendship,
with love and righteousness, such a man, there are very few of them! Yuan Wu is very

understanding at this moment, every man has his own quest! Everyone has their own mission! In
his opinion, Lin Hao could do everything for Shen Xi Yan! Otherwise, he wouldn't have fought to
the death to grab the Heart of Regeneration time and time again!

But it wasn't as if he didn't have anything to do, the Dragon Sect, it needed to be
consolidated! And after advancing to Grand Master, the insights in his heart needed to be told to
the others right away, the world of the Powerful was about to be in turmoil, the secrets over in the
East, gradually coming to the surface!

He did not know whether Pope Peter's words were intentional or unintentionally
revealed, but he heard them all clearly... Eternal life and eternity, the mouth of the world! Fuzha
Shan Lu Serves West LoveWest? The Church Pope pursued the secret for thousands of years, they
are so sure, then it means that there must be something inside the ancient prison that those old
ancestors of the Chinese martial arts world need! Ancient clans and ancient sects, I'm afraid

they'll all be out in force this time!



The mysteries of eternal life, eternity, and ascension will all be revealed this time
too! No one will be able to hide!
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Because he could hear, then the totemic practitioners? Can't they hear? They were also at the level

of great masters! He did not believe that if Pope Peter had intended for him to hear, he would
have circumvented the Totem group? If it had been revealed unintentionally, with his own Grand
Master strength, they were also Grand Masters, so naturally they would have heard it too!

Yuan Wu glanced at Lin Hao? The intention is to close Lu zero Shan Yi Yi? He

knew that he didn't have to worry about Lin Hao's safety anymore.

On the warship of country F, Admiral Haywell looked at Lin Hao with a respectful
face!

"King of China." Grand Admiral Hywell said with a smile.

Once again looking at the King of China at such close quarters, Highwell's heart
sighed, before he was still lamenting about how it was, but now he was talking about him, how
qualified was he? Now such a big shot, a figure who can completely pry the world war apart, he
himself has to be respectful when facing him!

As a great general, Haywell knows a lot of people inside the countries of the world,
including the relationship between the powerful and the ZF! Usually such people are directly under



the control of the highest ZF authority, and not accessible to ordinary people! The Dragon Sect, for
example, is not an organisation that can be ordered by any general or commander!

If you think about Lin Hao's age, he was only in his twenties, such a young man,
compared to the previous superpowers, those people were simply immortal old monsters, okay!
For example, the Giant Eagle King, the two of them at this moment, were slowly approaching here,
once they reached the warship, they could go back towards Toulouse!

Faced with Hywell's greeting, Lin Hao nodded, he hadn't met this man, but he
also knew that this man was the highest officer on this warship! He respected himself so much, he
wouldn't give a bad face, besides he was going to Toulouse, he still needed his lead now!

After all, these were tense times, and he couldn't really get in without an official

release from the other side! He knows now that he is a top danger! The kind that can explode at

any time! What had happened today was beyond anything he could think of as an Ascended

Master, but he also knew at the bottom of his heart that there was something that was still in his

heart, and there was no end to it! This is an extremely frightening existence! What is it that has no

end?

In other words, perhaps the peak of the late Grand Master was not the peak of

strength, perhaps there was another rank above the peak, and what that rank would have to do with,
he did not have time to conceive now.

The Giant Eagle King took Bigir back to the ship!

At this moment the Giant Eagle King Silver Wolf King looked at Lin Hao with
newborn admiration, a strong man, and a super strong man at that!



The Giant Eagle King thought again of what Pope Peter had said earlier and looked
at Lin Hao like he was looking at a god! He had watched Pope Peter's enlightenment to the throne,
and everything he did, he saw for himself, which is why he could watch the battle between the

King and the Pope completely like an outsider, and why it was possible to be inside this society in
Western Europe, and as a churchman could have such a cordial relationship with the ZF and still

work together peacefully!

The ZF does not like the existence of the Church in the current society, but there
are times when they can use the Church to distribute policies that they need to issue, but which the
masses do not follow! Why not live in peace when you can't solve it from the root anyway?
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"Lin ...... King of China." Bigir greeted awkwardly.

Lin Hao nodded, for Bijil nowadays, he seemed too weak! So weak that he could
just crush him with one hand right now!

The Giant Eagle King also shouted respectfully, then introduced himself, "I am the

Giant Eagle King, a warped eagle that grew up on the Pope's tree of enlightenment."

Bigel looked at the Giant Eagle King in shock at his words, in total disbelief that
he had such a relationship with Pope Peter! But after thinking about it, it was right, otherwise how
could he have stayed out of it with his strength, the battle between the king and the pope, ah, but
it needed all the kings to be involved! At this point, I wonder why the mad vampire king didn't
pressurise the eagle king to participate.



What a strange world!

He looked to the Garonne River, where the black piranha Mohammed Katou was

nowhere to be found. He might have disappeared into the dustbin of history, but who knew that

one day he would emerge from the depths and become a top master?

He knew that Mohammed Kato had been given a proper inheritance, not the chip
biochemical crystals that many biochemicals use today! The Vampire King is crazy, he's turned
the Cyborg religion on its head! Perhaps many years ago they weren't called Cyborgs, they were
called the Knights! It's just a pity that it was the representatives who changed, and they changed

too!

Lin Hao was also high on him for one, and now it seemed why, at the time of the
great battle, the Giant Eagle King could have stayed on the sidelines, and then the Vampire King
didn't force him to join! In the end, even when he saw the Silver Wolf King rebelling, he didn't
dare to reprimand him, so there was such a relationship!

I can't imagine that it was also a guy with a big and scary backstage.

This reminded Lin Hao of the Kun Peng Holy Mother in the Eastern mythology
world, the Kun Peng that Buddha Ru Lai had become enlightened by.

"No wonder you could stand by with folded arms during the great battle, it turned
out to be such a layer of relationship." Lin Hao smiled, at the same time he also knew why these

two people would be there, it wasn't that they wanted to keep an eye on him now, the F country ZF



was now inviting him to enter Toulouse, but it didn't mean that he was let loose to go ahead at will
ah, and he could imagine that once he and Shen Xiyan had solved the problem of Shen Xiyan's
brain domain, he was afraid that he would be subject to an expulsion order, haha.

Lin Hao never thought of the day when he was so powerful that he couldn't appear
in his country? Flicking love love picketing shade west shade? Travel inside!

"General Hywell, go back to the city." The Giant Eagle King smiled at Lin Hao

and then just started chilling with him about some of the stories of the scriptures.

He was aware that Pope Peter had said something to Lin Hao before he
disappeared, and was aware that these two might still have a good relationship, which was why he
brought up his confidence to climb into some conversation with Lin Hao, but of course there was
also the reason of being the host! There is also the fact that the ZF has given him the task that he

and Bigel will be accompanying the King of China ...... inside the coming days

The Chinese aircraft carrier.

Above deck, countless doctors wrapped Yuan Wu up and diagnosed and treated

him, and after a few minutes, Yuan Wu was wrapped in a layer of bandages, like a mummy,
leaving only his mouth, nose and eyes unwrapped.

He was injured not before, but fortunately not dead, which was a blessing among
misfortunes.



"Yuan Lao." The one with the largest official rank above this carrier said
respectfully to Yuan Wu.

Yuan Wu nodded, "Lin Hao has his own business to attend to, so don't take out
what you have prepared, he may not join the Dragon Sect! Another thing is that you must not
make enemies with him, after that when Lin Hao returns to his country, tell our people to be more
restrained and never hold pride."
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He nodded, not angry at Lin Hao's refusal, he was someone who had been fortunate enough to

enter the Dragon Sect for further training and knew of its terrifying existence.

"I know this, I originally asked him to come up for a chat, just to ask if he had
thought about the idea of joining the Dragon Sect." He replied.

Yuan Wu shook his head, he had thought about mentioning it before, but after the
Wang Ming incident came up, Yuan Wu didn't want to recruit Lin Hao into the Dragon Sect now,
otherwise he was afraid he would be disappointed! People had sent a T3000 cyborg in for

research, but what? The Dragon Sect was so greedy that they wanted the other party to trade their

lives for a T4000!

This is simply disrespectful! Ordering the other side to do their work for them!
Although it's the responsibility of every man to maintain law and order in China, you can't just
force it on the other side! And even if the powerful are strong, they still have the Dragon Sect and
the martial arts community, so do they need a young man to stand up for them?



The other thing is that the Powerful One cannot threaten the foundations of China at
all, at most it will bring some difficulties!

From the years of confrontation between Dragon Gate and the Mechanical Legion,
the M side is also slowly learning that the Mechanical Legion is only a type of soldier, and that in
today's scientific civilization, such an existence, which defies science, can no longer influence the
world situation as it could in ancient times! To put it bluntly, China knew a thousand years ago

that martial artists were wrong for the country, but after the modern era, have these countries still
not understood? That doesn't make sense, does it?

"You don't need to worry about this matter, our Dragon Sect will have
countermeasures, all you have to do is to maintain China's maritime security! What happened

today, I'm afraid it will never happen again, the global sensation caused by the Strength Man

would never have seen such a situation if it wasn't for the powerful and sudden outbreak of Lin

Hao, the uncertain factor!"

"Lin Hao is too strong, the impact he has had on us, on everyone, is too great! He
didn't understand the art of trade-offs within before, and after this incident, he'll definitely know
that there are things, some things, that don't need to be so publicised! He wasn't very strong

before, so he didn't understand, he didn't comprehend, and he didn't put much thought into it!
But with today's shocking situation, he should have some sense in his heart!" Yuanwu said to the

sergeants behind him, also telling some people that the purpose of their group's existence was to
make the world safe without making too much of it for them! And to tell some people not to make
an issue of them!

The martial artists are misguided, but after the Ming exterminated the martial arts,
there were not many of them? Close the love to cover the west to flick the dye on the wu? The wu

wus misled the country! Since the Qing Dynasty, there haven't been any famous martial artists,
isn't that the aftermath of the destruction of the martial arts? And the group of old monsters before

the extermination of the martial arts did not dare to come out easily, so there is absolutely nothing
to worry about!



The chief officer nodded, today's matter, to be honest, don't look at the point
where it stands about to erupt, but hope for a moment, as if the final eruption will not appear!

As for the bear country's shells, it is only because of the bear country's grievance
against the M country, now a few shells is just to vent out the upset, as for other countries, still will
not!

A big country, naturally, has the style of a big country! It knows when it will fight
and when it can fight! Didn't you see the carrier warships of the M's backing off at the end?
Wasn't it because they knew! Maybe, as the patriarch said, there will never be another situation
like this again!

What happened to the Powerful Ones will explode next over in the East and it will
never have anything to do with them again! The World ZF should all know about it too.

Chapter 1488

This is not a photo? ZeroLuErEr whisks love away from the world. declared something.

He ordered the carrier to return home, only to turn around, could not help but look
back, that kind of magnificent young man, in the end for what kind of woman so defiantly? That

kind of love story is really something to aspire to ......

Tianhai.



The Bund.

All the Ascended Masters had gotten the news that they were going back. And the
Bund, which had been briefly cordoned off for a while, was once again let loose.

The Grand Elder of the Nine Heavenly Clans and a few heads of ancient clans and
sects this was staying behind, because Taotie had arrived.

Taotie looked at the group and just gave Jiu Tian Xuan an extra glance in the
midst of the crowd, causing Jiu Tian Xuan to fumble and point at himself, before finally leaving
at the gesture of the Grand Elder.

Before leaving, Jiu Tianxuan still asked the Grand Elder uncertainly, "Elder, is the
crisis lifted? The Lin Family Master ......" She was extremely worried, so she had to ask again.

The Grand Elder was incomparably helpless and said under the watching eyes of
the crowd, "It is lifted, you need to return to the Nine Heavenly Clan now! And remember what

you promised me, close the door! Close the gate of life and death!"

"Elder, can I have one more look at ......" Jiu Tian Xuan stammered, a touch of
imperceptible shyness showing beneath those reddened eyes.

"No!" The Grand Elder refused outright.



Jiu Tian Xuan's entire incomparably exquisite face instantly lost its colour as she
looked in the direction of Western Europe, shaking her head helplessly, her heart even more
depressed, not knowing why, it was suddenly very difficult for her!

She didn't know why she was feeling this way! Bitter, depressed, anxious ......

"Let's go." The Great Elder urged, then said to one of the Ascended Patriarch

geniuses inside his sect, "Take Xuan back and remember! Tell the Great Elder to shut her up for
life and death!"

That genius was shocked at hearing this, he had previously thought that the Great

Elder was just talking, but now it seemed that it wasn't that, but that he was serious!

A life and death retreat?

Whenever a person closes a life and death retreat, then something big must have

happened in the martial arts world!When was the last time such a big event happened?When was

the last time such a big event happened? Now he's going into a life and death retreat again? Does

that mean something big is going to happen in the near future?

But nowadays, the weather was good, the country was peaceful, and the world was
peaceful?



He was puzzled, but he didn't dare to ask, he just nodded his head.

"I will definitely fulfil the elder's orders." After saying that he looked at Jiu Tian

Xuan, "Eldest Sister, let's go back."

Jiu Tian Xuan withdrew that look of longing, then lowered her head, and inside

her eyes, which were as brilliant as a river of stars, there was all darkness.

She didn't dare to imagine if she would still be able to hear Lin Hao's news when
she came out of seclusion, she thought, if she couldn't, then how desperate would it be?

Perhaps ......

It's over ......

Jiu Tian Xuan departed.

The disciples of the other sects of the Ascended Masters also left, leaving only
seven or eight old men standing in front of a middle-aged man.

This man, was Taotie!



When all the Ascended Masters had left, the Bund came alive again, but so nine
men stood right in the middle of the downtown area, completely unafraid that what they were

saying would be heard by the people, because they I couldn't hear them, so perhaps this was the
great concealment of the city!

Taotie looked at the people following him, there were many people from the Taoist

heritage, as usual.

"The station on the high seas is over, you will all return within the clan and perhaps
receive some sort of earth-shattering news! But I'll say one thing to you all before that!"
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"When the world rises and falls, it is the responsibility of every man! Remember who you are,
remember the blood that runs through your bodies! Remember this world! There are always those
few people who are the continuation of the bloodline left behind by your loved ones back then!"

"This is the place of roots! Practising martial arts and cultivating your nature and

body does not say anything about cutting off your roots and cutting off your ancestors, so there is
no need for you all to seal your demons for what is about to happen." Taotie said.

The Jiu Tian Xuan Grand Elder smiled, "Taotie, we know."

"Yes, how could we ever not know! We are the Daoist heritage, our roots, our
ancestors, are all on this land, no matter what happens in the future, the continuation of the Chinese
heritage is the greatest, we are just a flat boat on this, we can't turn over any waves!"



"Yes, yes, sealing demons like Cang can't do much to destroy them! And we will
not follow in Cang's footsteps! What will happen in the future, we don't know, but this kingdom,
will always be the faith of our hearts! Perhaps there is another kingdom above this one, as the
ancestors said, and in that kingdom, the strong will reign! But, after all, that is not my clan there!"

The crowd said, and some also pointed out the events of Cang, just to tell Taotie,
to tell the national orthodoxy that their heart, all along, was the heart of Yanhuang!

"I am happy to have these words from you! But I am still? I'm happy to have your

words! It's the word, the ugly word! You are you, you have experienced the modern world! But
your ancestors have not, and I don't believe that there are not people in that group who are as
demon-sealing as Cang! After all, what they were after was that illusory ascension!"

Taotie then said, with a murderous intent in his tone, warning everyone here that
they are themselves and their ancestors are their ancestors! Those old ancestors who closed their

life and death pass unwillingly, surely not few of them will seal their demons when the time

comes!

When this sentence came out, some people's faces immediately became

incomparably ugly, yes! They had experienced this society and knew that the other world might

not really exist, but the old ancestors?Would they admit it? Would they think so? Who knows if

the ancestors would have come forward if Taotie hadn't suppressed them!

And not to mention the Ancestors, they themselves have sensed a change in the

East! That hint of overflowing breath! It contains an endlessly terrifying power! It was like the
aura that existed only in the upper worlds of legend!



"Forty years ago, the war was fought with merit! But there were also traitors!When

Yuanwu returns, he will investigate the traitors thoroughly! So if you have a guilty conscience,
you'd better come forward beforehand! We will not pursue you too much for your merits! But if
you don't come forward and admit it now, if you are found later! But if you don't come forward
and admit it now, then if you are found later, you won't be able to remember the old times!"
Taotie swept the crowd around and continued.

After all, the more people said at this juncture, the more likely they were to be
considered traitors, and everyone was not looking at me or you, for fear that one look would be

taken and used as an excuse!

The traitor thing came up back then, and everyone knew about it, only later the
Dragon Sect never pursued it, and many people thought it would pass! But now it was brought up

again and talked about, there must have been some kind of problem!

But they didn't dare to ask! Although they were curious as to why they were
bringing it up at this time!

Chapter 1490

Taotie had known this would be the situation, but he hadn't expected someone to come forward

and admit to being a traitor with just a simple mention, so maybe it wasn't this group? Rather,
what about the Dragon Sect group? It was something that, until there was a concrete answer, it was
anyone's guess.

Taotie added, "Speaking about this today, solely because after the incident in the

East! It will certainly affect people like us around the globe!"



The crowd looked at Taotie once again, waiting for him to speak again.

Taotie went on to say, "Lin Hao's advanced all the way, and is now at mid Grand

Master strength! And after that stop forty years ago, M restrained us, plus we rumoured it! Purple
Qi cannot be added to the body, or else the roots will be in disarray and the Dao lineage cannot be
pursued in the future! These are all fallacies! Back then, Dragon Sect went along with the flow and

responded to M's ordinance, not because they had a point! Rather, the new dynasty was formed

and did not want to execute the martial arts community, so they would agree to that absurdity,
plus the martial arts community itself had such news circulating, just as the people at the top
wanted."

If Yuan Wu had been standing here, he would have been appalled too, he didn't
know these things, and as Yuan Wu who had the most contact with the people at the top didn't
know, then how did Taotie know? Was it his guess? There was no way of knowing that!

"Not only did Lin Hao advance! Jun Wuhui has also advanced? Lu'er Wu 0 Shan

Lu Servant? Yuanwu has also advanced! So that means that a country's qi supports a great master!
That means that a country's qi can support a great master! And those of you who are wondering

what your ancestor is can put aside your suspicions! They are all great masters! That is our
heritage. Why are we never afraid to face the might of our mechanical alliance? It is because of

the existence of this group of old ancestors!"

Taotie finished swallowing a mouthful of saliva, he looked like he was a little

excited, then continued, "After all this talk of hidden secrets today, I'm just telling you all! Next,
the Martial World Ninja Alliance or the Mechanical Legion, or the Totem, the Companions, the
Church, will all join in a battle! The end of this battle will be our final! In scientific parlance, the
Powerful will not be allowed to exist in this world after all!"



Taotie finally finished in one breath! The voice that finished trembled a little! As
strong as he is, as powerful as he is, he also trembles a little! As for what will happen in that war,
Taotie did not go on to explain, and did not divulge too much information inside, those who
understand understand! If you don't understand, forget it!

If you can understand it, it's best, if you can't, just go with the flow and die under

the waves.

Turning towards the East, he glanced at it with odd eyes, unable to see what it
actually represented.

A scene like this! It wasn't just happening in China!

It had happened before within the Mechanical Legion of M!

And the routed Ninja Alliance had seen a few more superpowers appear from

nowhere, and they were holding an alliance meeting, not knowing what they were talking about!

And then to the Totems in Bear Country!

To the Church in Western Europe! Despite the death of the Vampire King, the
Church continues to receive news from the Ancient Hell of the East, and the Church continues to

methodically collect information from all countries and send it to the Pope! The Church, finally,
is the Pope's Church!



And that's scary! In other words, everything the Vampire King does is right under
the Pope's nose!

......

Toulouse, Western Europe F.

Above the banquet in Toulouse, Lin Hao appears again! Bastian and Fen Fenkin

Gat are thrilled beyond belief, Lin Hao's appearance, that means his big brother, has won!
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